M.Tryjarska 2. Assume the following hypotheses (I) The real functions f i (u 1 ,u 2 ) for i = 1,2 are of the class C 1 (Q), where Q = |(u.J,u 2 )j -R < u^, Ug < R } (R -positive constant), and such that their jacobian is positive and bounded. (II) The real functions F^x.t.u ), (i = 1,2; >) = 1,2,. ..,6) are of the class C Q^), where
(ill) The real functions defined as follows and \) = 5,6 with respect to x,t ,... , Ug (the Holder coefficients being sufficiently small).
Besides the following conditions hold true By assumption (I), we may resolve the system (V) with respect 1 1 to D^u, D.J.V and, according to (3) . write in brevity Then, using the relations (6) -(13), we may replace the problem {1'"), (2' ) by the following one
The system (14) is parabolic in Petrovsky's sense. Two first equations of (14) are almost linear and two others are quasilinear (the coefficients a^ b^, i = 1,2, depend on the unknown functions and their derivatives). Therefore, using the method presented in [5] , we may state that, by assumptions (I) -(ill), the problem (14), (15) equivalent to (1), (2) have at least one solution.
